Treasure Hunt
Find the Bell and Win a Bike

What’s this about?
XL Group and the team at the
Bonnefantenmuseum have prepared an interactive
treasure hunt just for you. The prize? A special XL bike.
The hunt shouldn’t take you more than 25 minutes to
complete and you’ll see some of the many highlights in
the exhibition on the way.
What do you have to do?
Quite simply: You have to guess a word.
How do you do it?
There are five special bell-ringers on the second floor of
the museum. They’re pretty simple to spot – the map on
the reverse will give you an idea where to look. When you
find one, ask him or her for the questionnaire. You’ll be asked
to look at a piece of art and answer a few easy questions.
The bell-ringer will be happy to assist you, especially for the
questions marked with a
.
Then what?
When you’ve completed the questionnaire, hand it back to
the bell-ringer who gave it to you. If your answers are correct,
he or she will tell you the letter you’ll need to make up the
word . Then go and find another bell-ringer to get the next
questionnaire.
On your Answer sheet, fill in all the letters to make up the
word and give it to one of the bell-ringers. Your name will go
into the draw for the XL bike.
Veel succes!
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Spinning circles

The first question is located in the Cupola,
the Bonnefantenmuseum’s hall of honour.
The black and white wall drawing you see in here was specially
designed for this space by the American artist Sol LeWitt.
What feeling does it give you when you stare at
it?
crazy
wobbly
unwell
jolly		
overwhelmed

great
small

What do you think: Are the white stripes
different circles?
one line?
Why do you think so?
How long is the spiral?
100 m
1200 m

Ask the bell-ringer for LETTER 1

5700 m
9800 m

For Sol LeWitt, the idea behind an artwork was
of much more importance than its execution.
A team of eight assistants actually painted the
spiral.
		
What did they paint first?
The white line or the black line?

Make nature g(r)o(w)

This work, called La nature è l’arte del numero (or
Nature and the art of numbers), stands out
because of its unusual materials.
What kind of materials did the artist use?
This ‘living’ still life by the Italian artist Mario Merz is displayed on tables and changes
every week. After a while, the initially seductive fruit and vegetables begin to rot and
smell. The ´rotting´process plays an important role.
How often do you think the museum staff
refresh the produce?
every day
every month
every week
never
The artist is impressed by the unlimited
growth and multiplication processes in
nature, in particular in trees and plants.
In this artwork, Merz refers to this ongoing
process with nine blue neonlights which are
bent in the following list of numbers: ?????
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ___, ___, ___
Ask the bell-ringer for LETTER 2

		
This list is based on a medieval
mathematical system, which also applies
to the growth of plants. Fill in the 3 missing
numbers (Fibonacci sequence).

Momentic art

Dutch artist Berndnaut Smilde often uses images
of landscapes in his work.
How would you describe this mountain landscape?

The photograph called Unflattened depicts a curious rainbow.
Why is the rainbow curious?

A common legend claims that a “pot of gold” is found at the end of a rainbow.
But, as we all know, a rainbow is actually nothing more than what Smilde created: an
optical illusion.
Which recources do you think the artist
used to create the rainbow?
tripod
light
magnifier

Ask the bell-ringer for LETTER 3

glass
water
prism

You could say that Smilde controls the
weather. He became very famous with
a photograph, Nimbus II, which shows
a self-made cloud in an indoor space.
In 2012, Time Magazine called this invention
one of the best of the year!
And for Harper’s Bazaar, Smilde pictured
famous fashion designers – including
Karl Lagerfeld – while facing the elements.

To be continued…

All the artworks in this exhibition room are made by
Navid Nuur. Although he is dyslectic, language and texts play
a major role in his work.
This work can be considered as a tribute to one specific form, i.e. of punctiuation.
Punctuation marks are symbols that indicate the structure and organization of written
language, as well as intonation and pauses to be observed when reading aloud. The
rules of punctuation vary with language, location, register and time and are constantly
evolving.
To what punctuation mark does this room refer?
dot
comma
colon
exclamation mark
Normally, a dot means the end of a sentence,
but when several dots are connected to each
other… it often means that the text continues.
According to Nuur, this also applies to the
arts. In his work Where you end and I begin, he
combined the two and created a never-ending
artwork.

Ask the bell-ringer for LETTER 4

		
Walk around the tower and watch
the different works. Can you imagine how
this process works within the artworld?

Setting targets

This quest is located in an extraordinay room.
Describe what you see?

This installation is also made by Navid Nuur.
Can you detect two similarities with the
artwork in question 4?
1.
2.
On the TV-screen, the artist is showing us
how to fold the arrows. What kind of medium
can you find on the tables to fold an arrow?
newspapers
art magazines
glossies
		
Now, fold your own arrow and fire it at a
target! At which target did you shoot? Read
the text. What could this mean?

Ask the bell-ringer for LETTER 5

Answer sheet

Affix your business card here or write down your contact details
(in BLOCK CAPITALS).
Name:
Company:
Email:
Phone number:

